Alternatives to Policing Steering Committee
Meeting Notes, Wednesday 1/13/21
Welcome & Review Agenda
There have been a few moments in the past meetings where there has been a real opportunity to slow
down and deal with the issues as part of the process, and we don’t want to lose that.
Community Engagement:
There are three ways we are working to get input and ideas from the community:
1. HRC is facilitating discussions with community groups. When groups are OK with it,
Steering Committee Members will receive a meeting invite so they can listen in.
2. Community Survey
3. Recommendations for the next phase on what community engagement should look like
Additional notes on the Community Survey:
• The survey link is currently live
• Some people couldn’t access it - there have been some problems with people using the
Safari browser, we’re working to fix that. If problems persist, please
email: kayleigh.lloyd@sfdpw.org
• Please document who you send the survey to – when the survey closes, we’ll ask you for
the list of people you sent it to and incorporate that into our final report.
o The Compassionate Alternative Response Team (CART) did conduct a similar
survey focused on people experiencing homelessness with ~100 survey responses.
We'll ask CART to review this during their presentation & discussion with the
Steering Committee on 1/20
Review Emerging Action Areas:
These emerging action areas reflect ideas and topics generated by this group, based on your experience
and the groups in your network. We are currently using an online tool to review and vote on what we
think is most important. Additional, there is room to discuss them as a group during the meetings and in
between meetings, through follow up calls staff are setting up with you. These will evolve as we get
more information, input and feedback from the community engagement process.
• Change Laws/Enforcement Tactics
• Implementation
• Outcomes
Group insight and a detailed list of the emerging actions can be found here
• We should crosswalk our discussions and how recommendations such safe
consumption, ambassadors, Street Crisis Team reflects the points and add or develop
cautions, support
Review of Upcoming Schedule:
Meet weekly on Wednesdays, 1:00-2:30 PM
In between meetings: Review documents, share survey with your networks, and follow up with the
support team to share detailed perspectives as you think through the work.
Agendas, Notes, and Meeting Dates are also posted on the website.
• A request has been made to update the website with people’s gender

